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CLOS:iNG REMARKS 

JohnO. Rasmussen 

Departments of Chemistr.y and Physics 
University ofCaliforriia 

Berkeley, California 

UCRL-17951 

In the time remaining for this conference I should iike to give some 

general impressions of where we stand in the research fields here discussed. 

I would not presuIrie to make a real summary of the past week, for here the 

unifying theme of hyperfine interactions has encompassed a wide and diverse 

rarige of studies, many in ~ new and active stage of development. Our chairman, 

Martin Deutsch's y-y angular correlation work of 1948 and MBssbauer's discovery 

. of 1957 have spawned vast fields of study. 

There are two principal parent conferences in 1963 from which Asilomar 

1967 stems, namely the Third MBssbauer Effect Conference at Cornell and the 

Perturbed Angular Correlation Conference in Uppsala. A check of the attend-

ance lists at these conferences showed only eleven persons attending both, 

Le., 1 in 20 at Cornell and 1 in 7 at Uppsala. The past week ha,; brcught 

together many people from these two hitherto-rather-separate groups, as well 

as others, the dynamic nuclear orienters; the ultra low temperature orienters, 

and themu-mesic a tomis ts. For even the mos t broadly informed among us thr:;re 

was. at least one unfamiliar field to learn about, and for nuclear i3pecialist:3, 

like me, there was very much to learn and better appreciate. 

This mixing of different schools and traditions here will hopefully 

contribute to new and valuable ideas on all sides. 

A scientific historian might suppose that the succession of technique-

centered conferences by such a conference as this, focussing on an abstract 
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,end-product, hyped'ine interactions, markeathe end of the ph13.se of fashioning 

Ilew experimental tools, a settling down to a.more comfortable maturity. This 

week has shown such a supposition to be far from the truth. In the parent. 

conferences of four years ago the techriiqueswere applied almost exclusively 

to radioactivity. Now the in-beam experiments based on nuclear reactions have 

corne in. to greatly extend the range of nuclei arid phenomena accessible to 

. study. '. Fluctuatinghyperfine fields cif -tens of megagauss seem present in 

vacuum recoil~--enough to affect angular correlations in picosecond states 

and hence to probe their g-factors. With the in-beam experiments have come 
, . 

new .problems, how to "hOld" the orientations of reaction products (Do you use 

a whiff of gas or 60 atmospheres?;' a few gauss or tens of kilogauss?). To 

those of us who haVe despaired over attenuation processes killing our angular 

ariisotropies in nanoseconds or less, the retention of polarization for many 

seconds by spin 5/2 Fl7 recoiled into a solid is nothing short of miraculous. 

That this was possible makes us hopeful that much future progress is to be 

expected in the production and retention of nuclear spin systems in non-

~oltzmann distributions for extended time periods, though we have much to 

learn about choice of materials, temperatures, and alignment of nolding fields 

with respect to crystalline axes. The remarkable spin refrigerator using Yb 

in yttrium ethyl sulfate serves as an example of what might come from taming , . 

those beasts, the relaxation processes, turning them on and off at viiI!. 

Careful stUdies of Ml)ssbauer spectral changes for small increments in temper-

ature have added much to knowledge of relaxation times. 

Not only has the cyclotron or Van de Graaff newly appeared, coupled 

to the Ml)ssbauer spectrometer or angular correlation table, but also the 
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r.f'. oscillator has dramatically "made the scene" •. The f'erromagnetic enhance-

ment ef'f'ect has provided the magic f'or the enormous r.f'. fields at the nucleus 

needed to induce n.m.r. transitions on a nanosecond time scale. This same 

magic also made possible resonance destruction of' ultra-low-:-temperature-
\ . , 

OJ" 

oriented spin systems at the very low power levels necessary to avoid heating 

the f'oils. The r. f'. method of' altering spin distributions .came into its own 

also in the beta emitters as a consequence of' learning how to hold the polar-

ization so long. 

We have heard ref'erence this week to combinations of' techniques as 

"weddings" or ''polygamous arrangements!' Both words are too simple to apply to 
. . 

what If'ear the f'utureholds--such as r.f'. destruction of' polarization of' 

recoil nuclei as detected by a M8ssbauer polarimeter. Sorry, I couldn't 

work optical ,pumping into it. 

Bef'ore we leave the realm of' techniques we dowell to note that since 

the preceding conf'erences, nuclear gamma ray spectroscopy has been revolu-

tionized by the development of the lithium-drifted Ge counter. Many of the 

studies here discussed have benefitted by this development, perhaps none so 

dramatically as mu-mesic x-ray spectroscopy--a rough game at best when only 

sodium iodide was available. Now, as we have just heard, a new world has 

opened up, offering independent measurements of nuclear quadrupole moments 

and r.m.s. charge radius shifts between ground and excited rotational states. 

('" 
Both of these nuclear moments, the E2 and EO, are often troublesome to deter-

mine from atomic h.f.s. measurements, since the electric field gradient at 

the nucleus and the electron density at the nucleus are hard to calibrate. 

Not only domu-mesons sample the lowest radial moments felt by atomic electrons 
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but also, they sehse fiher details of the nuclear charge distribiltion, since 

the muqnicK.,-,orbit in a heavy, nucleus lies alni.ost entirely. inside the nucleus. 

Turrfing' to the status of. the theory behind hyperfine structure we get 

similar storiesf,roln the atomic andfroln the nuclear sides. The fields at 
. . 

the nucleus or the nuclear moments are calcUlable for,certain cases and not 
'. . 

for others. We' pave seen that the a.tomic Hartre~~Fock theory yields g~od. 

numeric:al results.' for magnetic. hyperfine fields for isolated atoms, although 

the core polarization effects conie outassniall differences of very large 

numbers for spin-up and spin-down: eiect~ons in' various s-orbitals. 'For ionic 

solids the theory' is still reliab;Le, but form~ta.ls' or a:iioys we are .told that 

there are manYuncertaincontr1butions. 
" ."_. ... .' . . 

On the nuclear 'theory Side, the magnetic dipole and electric quadrupole 

moments can be predicted within 10%.in two regions. 1) The single-closed 

shell nuclei, where the spherical shell model modified by.pairing force 

effects works well, and 2)' the strongly <ieforlned nuclei, where the Nilsson 

model works. In the other nuclear regions theory has more difficulty, even 

for magnetic moments of mass 12 nuclei, as we saw. 

It is iIiJ:portant to measure more Ml and E2 static moments of excited 

nuclear states. .Many theories can fit energy spectra, but static and transi-

tion moments may more critically test the.ories. Magnetic moments, despite 

somerenormalization uncertainties on the intrinsic spin contributions, do 

measure the microscopic composition of nuclear states--that is, they measure 

from which orbitals the quasi-particle components arise. The large static 

quadrupole moments measured for 2+ states in cadmium; tin, and other spherical 

nuclei have provided a .strong impetus for modifying both the vibrational 
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models and the microscopic models. That is, it appears that the closed proton 

structure of tin is not so ihert as theorists might like. Proton excitations 

must evidently be coupled with neutron excitations fO:r:'_adequate description 

of states of tin. Indeed, we know the pairing force acts to make excitation 

of closed shell structures less costly in energy. When we promote a pair 

across the shell gap, we get back some energy as pairing energy. 

The nuclear side of the chemical isomer shift problem needs much work. 

My ovm tentative attempts to calculate by microscopic theory the r.m. s charge 

radius shifts in a couple of cases gave the wrong sign. Certainly there are 

going to be delicate balances between opposite contributions for these small 

effects. Here it is most exciting to see the systematics of isomeric size 

shifts enlerge from experiments with ~ mesons and with the M8ssbauer effect. 

There is a close connection bebreen r.m. s. charge radii and EO transition 

matrix elements to which we have been directing theoretical attention lately. 

Ultimately the sophisticated Hartree-Fock and Hartree-Bogoliubov nuclear 

calculations nm,," centering on light nuclei may be able to calculate isomeric 

nuclear size shifts in a fundamental way. 

Finally, it seems clear that the nuclear probes are providing much of 

value to the understanding of magnetic behavior of solids--a field of 

greatest •. L lffiporvance. 

Since I am only a nominal member of the Berkeley hosts, being one who 

was a.vay for the surmner and missed the hard work of preparation for the con-

ference, I t!':ini\. I can speak as a guest to tharL~ those ''ihose efforts h~',Te 

be2n. so 2entral. E3pe'2ially is thanks due to E02kart l'vlattl1ias, who en"visicnEd 

This work was performed under the auspices of the U. S. Atomic 

Energy Commission. 
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